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Special
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Delight




From savory bites to dreamy desserts, every meal is a journey. A journey that takes us through the rich tapestry of taste, aroma, and texture. It’s an adventure that not only satisfies our hunger, but also tantalizes our senses and paints our memories with delicious moments.








			






Find comfort in community at Park and Main Cafe, with every bite a taste of home.



Welcome to Park and Main Cafe – your neighbourhood cafe located in historic Uptown Butte, Montana.


Here at Park and Main Cafe, we are passionate about delivering a unique dining experience that brings the comfort and charm of a neighborhood cafe to our diverse clientele. Our menu features a delectable variety of breakfast and lunch offerings, all crafted with love, care, and the freshest of ingredients.
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You can visit without booking at any time.


We are open for you from 6:00 am to 2:00 pm from Friday to Sunday, and 6:00 am to 1:00 pm from Monday to Thursday.
















Food, in its most exquisite form, is not merely a biological necessity, but a symphony for the senses. It’s a bridge that unites cultures, an act of love that binds us together, and a silent language that speaks volumes about our heritage.






Check Our Menu


We invite you to explore our menu which boasts a wide variety of delicious dishes. From appetizers and salads to entrees and desserts, our menu is carefully crafted to ensure an exceptional dining experience for every palate.
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Jeremy Neff★★★★★
Read More


They serve good food, the atmosphere is pleasant, and the staff are friendly.
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BobbiBee★★★★★
Read More


Best Biscuits and Gravy....EVER!!My boyfriend and I have been going out for breakfast every Saturday throughout the State as part of a support local covid deal. By far the best biscuits and gravy to-date. Service was amazing and the owner is a sweetheart!
Everything down to the hot sauce is truly homemade from scratch! We will be back!!
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JP P.★★★★★
Read More


The service is outstanding and the food is great! Seriously go with the biscuits and gravy! You will not be disappointed or leave hungry. They do have pretty good coffee and the staff is sweet just like you'd expect in Montana! I hope that this place stays open because they are unique and have some of the best food in Butte. If you are ever in Butte looking for a great bite stop in here! Then stop upstairs at metals for a drink if you need a good Caesar (Bloody Mary) they have a great one! Ask for extra olives and asparagus cause they skimp there.











Our Customers Said


We would like to express our heartfelt gratitude for the amazing reviews that we have received from you. It is truly humbling to see so many positive comments about our food and services.
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Get in Touch


Please don’t hesitate to reach out – we look forward to hearing from you and addressing your queries and feedback as soon as we can. Thank you, your input helps us serve you better!









			


Cafe Details


	
8 W Park St, Butte, MT 59701, United States
	
[email protected]
	
Friday to Sunday 6 AM - 2 PM
	
Monday to Thursday 6 AM - 1 PM
	
+1 406-299-2069
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